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Lock down sensitive accounts or devices as the hacker gains
access to them with a method such as keylogging, and all the
important accounts become compromised. You can read more
about how to protect yourself against social-media hacks and
address various potential risks in the article following this one.
Finally, make sure all of your accounts are password protected

on their login portals, as someone having physical access to
your device or network could get at your logins, and start

creating additional accounts, changing passwords and logging
into your accounts without your direct involvement. Who can
tell where a hack comes from? This hack could be related to

the data breach that tech giant Apple experienced last year. In
this case, the hacker may have gained access to the IP

address linked to your account and got the access token
associated with your account. If the hacker was present at the

time you used the credentials, they could have seen the
credentials being typed out, and took advantage of that. Unlike

the passive type of hacking that involves reading, logging in
and changing passwords, this active method involves taking

over the phone itself to execute the hack, which is much more
personal and requires physical access to the phone or device.
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Dont get distracted by email with follow up emails, and keep
your eye on online shopping and social media. Hacks are

possible if youre not careful. Follow the following steps to set
up an account lockout for your email and phone. Protect your
account details and device information from those who might

try and get access to your account, including leaking it to third
parties by using complex passwords, strong passcode, making
sure to keep your phone turned off, and by limiting access to

unauthorized devices.
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7/5/2016 I thought that I had it under control and everything
was copacetic well, it was only 3 days after hacking my

whatsapp account and my partners phone through watsapp
that I realised that the hacker had gained access to my

computer. You can use the same password you used to access
your personal email account to access your online banking

account. And we’ve seen massive credit card fraud just from
accessing Facebook or Gmail passwords. Obviously, they won’t
ask for your password as a Facebook or Gmail password is part
of your personal logins. But they might ask for your password
to third-party apps and services you use, such as websites you
visit, or services like PayPal. Some of the times I’ve seen this
happen is when a hacker gets an anonymous email account
that they can use to impersonate the admin of the account.
They fake a response from the admin saying to click a link in
the email to upgrade to pro, or whatever. Then, the hacker
logs into your account. But if that’s too expensive, you can

also use Google’s built-in Password Resolver to reset
passwords via the Google Account Security page. This is

probably the safest way to reset any Google password, and in
fact, it’s probably the only way. In other words, it’s really

important you ask yourself, “What would I do if someone else
got hold of my Gmail password?” If you’re not careful, they
might not even have to do anything to you, or your other

accounts, to get access to everything in them. Like a car seat,
two-step verification is just a backup. It ensures that even if
someone does hack your email or your Google or Dropbox

password, they still can’t use it to access your phone or banks.
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